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Bare chest?

       



             









Moshe Karlin, you are in deep trouble.

         

 



          

Allahu akba-a-ar! Allahu akba-a-ar!
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D A N SO FER

    muezzin  

    





Correction. You are indeep trouble.





    





           





   

 

         



Hayya alas sala-a-ah! Hayya alal fala-a-ah!











      

  

          



muezzin
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D A N SO FER

         



        







  



     





         









        

           



      



         



         





Did I tell you the one about my fortieth birthday? Now that

was a bash to remember. Or not!

  



Avi, you crazy bastard. 

          

 



You overaged rascal.
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Forty years old.         



 

          

          

unforgettable





     





            

        First, we take

Jerusalemthen,

we take Tel Aviv
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D A N SO FER







       





         

           

         



          

        





 So far, so good.

   



         

       

           









         

         







Mission accomplished!
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Hairy legs?

wooo-

aa-ahh!         
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